Common Systems Group (CSG) Meeting

March 23, 2004
2-4 p.m.
2121 Murphy

AGENDA

1) Microsoft Consolidated Campus Agreement (MCCA) - (Marsha Smith)
   Current status, goals, next steps.

2) Wireless Standards Body (Peter Kovaric, Marsha Smith)
   Update on progress.

3) Security Principles and Policies and Operational Implementation of Security Standards
   (John DeGolyer, Marsha Smith, Kent Wada)
   First attempt to identify minimum standards for UCLA based on Berkeley model; agreement on Security Resolution Procedures.

4) Chancellor’s Response Action Plan (Marsha Smith)
   Overview of plan.

5) Chancellor’s Response Action Plan Recommendations #3: Internal Job Posting Process to Bid Temporary IT Assignments (Steve Wesson)
   Process example, CSG input on needs and specifications.

   Organizing process to identify data centers with critical data and applications.

7) Review of Centrally Mandated Software and Applications (Bill Jepson)
   Discussion of impact to distributed units.